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Carpet flooring is one of the oldest flooring types. People have been using it for 
thousands of years. Throughout the years, carpet has changed, evolved and 
adapted to what homeowners need and want. However, many people have fears 
and worries about carpet flooring.

At Valor Home Services, we have a soft spot for carpet flooring. We have been 
installing it in homes for over 20 years and know the ins and outs to keep it 
long-lasting and beautiful.

To make your life a little bit easier, we made this guide as a quick overview of 
everything you need to know about carpet flooring. We go over the top carpet 
benefits, how to clean them, how to care for them and more.

INTRODUCTION

This eBook will introduce you to the basics of carpet flooring, to 
help you with choosing, installing, maintaining, cleaning and caring 
for this type of flooring. It's nice to have a guide as well as 
inspiration to help you with all your carpet needs. That’s why we 
created this eBook to help you along the way. 



There are pros and cons to just about everything in life, and the choices you make for your 
home are no exception. In each case, what you have to decide is how important those 
pros and cons are to you. Which weighs the most?

Take, for instance, carpet flooring. An obvious detractor to carpet is the reality that 
carpeting doesn’t last as long as, say, solid hardwood flooring. However, the pros to 
carpet flooring are many, and depending on your lifestyle and needs, carpet might be 
perfect for your home.

Let’s take a look at the top three benefits of carpet. You can decide for yourself what’s 
most important to you.

Noise
Home theater systems and big-screen televisions are our way of life these 
days. And with smartphones and tablets and all their notifications, plus the 
smart speakers and all their music and the rest, a quiet flooring surface acts a 
sound barrier for feet as well as the rest of the noises that bounce around your 
home.
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Soft and Warm
Naturally, carpet is cushy—sometimes even springy—under your feet. It’s 
positively divine to lie on, and is popular in rooms where you spend most of 
your time. As for those Midwest winters? Carpet flooring helps keep your 
whole house comfortable and warm as well.
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Huge Selection of Colors and Patterns
A big factor in choosing any flooring is what it looks like. And with carpet 
flooring, you have seemingly limitless options of colors, patterns and textures 
to enhance your home’s aesthetic, whatever look you’re into.
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TOP 3 BENEFITS TO CARPET FLOORING



Whether you’re installing a new carpet or replacing a patch of existing carpet, the 
carpet and installation will both be priced in square feet. When it comes to the base 
cost per square foot, you’re looking at multiple factors that each play an important 
part, including:

•  Type of fiber
•  Color
•  Brand
•  Quality

In the end, that exact price point will just depend on your family’s needs and 
preferences.

New carpet costs
Without a doubt, there’s a range in carpet pricing. For 2021, that range can land 
anywhere between $3 to $7 per square foot of new carpet purchased, which 
includes standard and basic installation. The average homeowner (according to the 
recent Consumer Report) spends $2.82 per square foot.

If you don’t have a calculator on you, that average cost applied to a 10×12 room 
would come to $338. To carpet an average home, that could be between $1,500 and 
$2,000.

Between $3 and $7 per square foot doesn’t sound too bad, especially when you 
consider how much value, beauty and comfort that carpet will add to your home. 
When you start racking up the square feet, however, that range can make a big 
difference in cost. Fiber type, color and quality will all be factors to consider 
individually when selecting the perfect carpet for your home.

Remember to factor in carpet installation costs
After purchasing the carpet, you have to get it installed. Pricing for installation will 
depend on the size and shape of the room, labor, and whether you’re removing old 
flooring.

I’m all about transparency, and while I can’t “fill in the blanks” for all those factors 
when it comes to your home without seeing the space first, I can share the same 
Consumer Report averages when it comes to carpet installation costs. These are 
national averages that don’t reflect our neighborhood, but can still help you prepare:

Carpet installation costs

•  National Average Cost – $1,597
•  Minimum Cost – $282
•  Maximum Cost – $6,000
•  Average Range – $880 to $2,315

How Much Does 
New Carpet Cost?



Spot Cleaning
If you spill or drop anything on your carpet, it is easiest and most effective to clean it right 
away. You can lift a majority of stains with just tap water. To lift a stain, place a dry towel or 
cloth over the spill and pat down to absorb all the liquid. Repeat the process to absorb all the 
moisture or until the stain disappears. A good tip that many professional cleaning services 
suggest is to never rub or scrub a stain, instead, blot or pat the area. Rubbing and scrubbing 
can spread the stain. If you can’t lift the stain fully, then you need to move onto other cleaning 
methods. 
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Vacuum Your Carpet
Before you deep clean your carpet, you need to prep the area by vacuuming away any dirt 
or debris. Make sure to clean the filter and bag before vacuuming because a dirty filter or bag 
can cut the vacuum suction by half. This means that your vacuum may only pick up half of 
all that dirt and debris. Once you finish deep cleaning your floor and it is dry, you are going 
to want to vacuum one last time to pick up any other debris or leftover solution.
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Use Carpet Cleaning Solutions
To remove any type of staining, you need to have the proper carpet cleaning solutions. 
Before you think of trying out a steam cleaner or a dry extraction machine, you are going to 
want to pretreat your carpet with detergent. Using a pretreatment will help lift any stains to 
help avoid repeating your cleaning process multiple times. All you need to do is mix a little 
water and carpet cleaning detergent and place it on top of the stained area.
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Use a Steam Cleaner
A cleaning method that many people like to use when they deep clean their carpets is a 
steam cleaner. Steam cleaners are great for individuals or families who have allergies or 
scent sensitivity because the water vapor in steam cleaners has no smell and efficiently kills 
bacteria and lifts dirt. This cleaning method doesn’t inject any substances into the carpet that 
would leave residue on carpet fibers. Steam cleaning is an effective way of not only lifting 
mold and pet scents but also restore the appearance of carpets.
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Try a Dry Extraction Machine
The most common cleaning method that many professionals and homeowners use is the dry 
carpet cleaning method with a dry extraction machine. Dry carpet cleaning involves using a 
dry extraction machine and chemicals that leave no moisture to lift and remove stains. This 
method of cleaning is one of the fastest and easiest ways of cleaning carpets. 
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HOW TO CLEAN  YOUR CARPET



Proper maintenance can extend the life of any carpet. That said, every carpet will need to be replaced 
sooner than later. You can probably guess what some of the obvious signs are that it’s time to replace 
your carpet, but how about the subtle ones?

For your information, here are the 6 signs that your carpet has irreversible damage or is otherwise 
ready to be replaced:

Stains you can’t get out
Are you embarrassed about your carpet? Do you find yourself covering stains with furniture or rugs? 
Over time, even stain-resistant treatments on carpets will fade. If your carpet is starting to look like a 
minefield, it’s probably time to replace it.

General wear and tear
Every carpet will reach this point. Do you cringe when your kids lay on the carpet? Do you have 
significant matting and tears that leave eyesores? Are the main walkways showing, even more, wear 
and tear than the rest? Nylon carpets are typically more resistant than polyester, but both will get to the 
point where matting and other use-related damage can no longer be reversed. If you’re in doubt about 
the state of your carpet, give me a call. I’ll be up-front with you on whether a professional cleaning can 
reverse severe matting or if it’s just time to tear that carpet out.

When an odor won’t go away
The “stinky carpet” problem is true for a lot of pet owners, especially. Even if you haven’t owned a pet 
for a while, there are smells that just seem to stick inside a carpet forever. If odors do remain—even 
after a professional cleaning—that can mean the source of the odor penetrated into the deepest carpet 
fibers or even the carpet pad. If it made its way to the subfloor, you could also be dealing with mold 
growth. The safest and most cost-effective thing to do in these cases is almost always to replace the 
carpet.

Allergy symptoms are getting worse
Older carpets tend to store more allergens and particles than newer carpets. There’s also the reality 
that some allergens make their way into a carpet so deep that they are truly stuck there forever. 
Referring back to the previous point, where mold might also be a problem, allergies can really start to 
go haywire.

Carpet padding
Carpet padding supports your carpet, making it comfortable to walk on. It also absorbs spills. 
Unevenness and wrinkles in a carpet can be signs of aging padding.

It’s just…old
Most manufacturers say that carpet can last for up to 10 years when it’s properly maintained. If you’ve 
had yours cleaned several times and have even done your part to keep it up, but it’s still suffering, it 
might just be getting old.

6 Signs It’s Time To Replace Your Carpet



Your carpets take a beating every single day. From kids to pets to airborne particles—and that’s the 
best-case scenario! Your carpets stand up to a lot and they deliver great value by giving you comfort 
and beauty for years.

To help keep your carpets in the very best condition here are some tips for you:

Make sure you vacuum your carpet regularly. After all, your carpet is the place where all dirt, debris, 
hair, and crumbs will land… and if not vacuumed, they can work their way into the fibers.
If you have a large carpet, make the job easier by vacuuming the floor in sections. Breaking down the 
job makes it easier. This will let you notice what areas have been gone over previously to save you 
some time. For example, a square room can be divided into four equal quadrants.

If your carpets get wet, dry them right away with towels, fans, and/or a dehumidifier to help avoid 
stains (for staining situations) or even mold.

Rubbing stains make them bleed deeper into the carpet. Blot the stain instead. Follow this with 
water, vinegar, salt, or some other natural cleaning substance that will soak up the stain. Contact Valor 
Home Services for specific carpet prices on cleaning or for carpet cleaning sales and coupons. Always 
look to a professional to refresh your carpets and get them looking like new.

Consider getting a professional carpet cleaning company to clean your carpets regularly if you live 
in O’Fallon IL or Shiloh IL, Valor Home Services should be the first call. (Check with the company to see 
how often they recommend, since some carpets might require cleaning more frequently or less 
frequently than others—depending on the type of carpet and where it is located in your home.)

When looking for a carpet cleaning company, don’t use price as the only factor in your decision. 
Some companies will quote a price for each room, others might give you a flat fee or base it on the 
square footage. Most box stores like Home Depot or Lowe’s do not offer professional carpet cleaning 
so be sure to find a local floor store near you.

When the carpet cleaner shows up, look at their truck and their crew. Are they clean and 
professional? Are they wearing a uniform? Does their truck have a company logo on it? Are they 
wearing a nametag? Do they treat you kindly and professionally? Find out what certifications, licenses, 
and insurance they have.

When they show up to clean your carpet or carpet tiles, make sure the carpet cleaning service has 
a place to park. It is actually something you might not realize is important. The companies use materials 
that are large and heavy, so they need to be close to your home.

Quick Carpet-Care Tips



It’s not just a clean carpet you’re after. It’s not even just a great-looking carpet. It’s that feel of the perfect carpet.
You want to walk around in your slippers and love every step. You want to hunker down and scratch the dog 
behind his ears, play Twister, cuddle by the fire…and feel at home.

But then, life happens. Dirty feet clod in, colors fade, spills sour the moment. And it’s all you can do to stay 
ahead of the pounds and pounds of dust that your carpet sucks up each year.

Here are your pro tips to keep your carpets lush and beautiful, and enhancing the spaces they’re in:

Stains
Remember, blot stains, don’t rub them. Grab a cloth or paper towel with warm water or a 
gentle cleaning solution. You can even use a sponge, but make sure it’s a clean or new one 
to avoid transferring kitchen grease into your carpet fibers.
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Vacuuming
Vacuum at least once a week, but remember—vacuuming isn’t just for dust! After removing 
any stain, for example, you can vacuum the damp part of your carpet to return it to its original 
texture.
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Deep cleaning
Know how deep cleaning works to make sure it’s done properly. Deep cleaning nozzles 
introduce a controlled volume of water into your carpet to penetrate all the way to the base 
of the flooring installation, and then suck it all back up with its high-powered hose.
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Don’t forget professional cleanings
Whether you want to deep clean carpets yourself on a seasonal basis or if you prefer to call 
the professionals, do make sure to clean carpets professionally at least once a year or every 
18 months to keep your carpet warranty in good shape.
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Entry protection
The easiest things to do are often the forgotten things. It takes next to no effort to drop mats 
at each outdoor-facing entryway to your home, and your carpets will thank you for it! You can 
stop most of the outdoor elements from tracking in with mats at every door.
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EXPERT SECRETS TO CLEAN



Carpet, we love how it looks the moment after installation, but we hate 
the maintenance that comes along with it. The longer we have carpet 
installed, the more wear and tear it goes through over the years. 

Now add animals and children on top of it, and accidents will eventually 
happen. Before giving up completely on this flooring option, check out 
these four ways on how to restore your carpet.

Binding
Between people, animals, doors and furniture, the edges of your carpet 
may start to fray or fall apart. That’s where carpet binding can rescue 
your floor. Carpet binding involves a simple polyester strip of tape sewn 
over the edge of your carpet to keep it from falling apart. The binding 
tape sewn onto the carpet usually matches or closely matches your 
carpet’s color. The other way to bind a carpet is to reinforce the edges 
of your carpet with special stitching called serging. We provide both 
options and allow you to keep any leftover carpet to merge contrasting 
colors to create a one-of-a-kind carpet.

Stretching
 Over time, carpet starts to pull away from the tacking strips that anchor 
it to the sub-floor. This is where you may notice the bubbles or waves. 
Small amounts of wear and tear doesn’t mean you need to replace your 
carpet. Instead, if you notice tears, bubbles, waves and holes in your 
floor, you can get it easily restored with carpet stretching. Carpet 
stretching is true to its name because it involves tightly pulling the carpet 
while re-securing it back in place. We offer affordable carpet stretching 
with carpet repairs. All you need to do is send us pictures of your 
carpets, so we can evaluate and figure out the proper remedies.

How to Restore Your Carpet



Repairing
Before you decide on replacing your carpet, try to evaluate the damage. 
In most cases, you can easily restore your floors with minor repairs. 
Repairing your carpet encompasses carpet stretching and binding as 
well as fixing holes and other damages. To fully know what your carpet 
needs, you need a professional team to come and access the damage. 
We provide affordable and quality work on all our carpet repairs.

Cleaning
How do you restore a carpet that doesn’t have any damage besides 
stains? The answer is simple — carpet cleaning. There are many ways 
that you can clean your carpets on your own. The most common 
do-it-yourself way is to use a carpet cleaning solution and a dry towel. If 
the stain is too hard to handle, professional cleaning and home services 
will have either a steam cleaner or a dry extraction machine to efficiently 
rid your carpet of any spots. Our team of experts specializes in carpet 
cleaning, so you can enjoy freshly cleaned carpet without all the work.



Buckles and Ripples
Any carpet exposed to moisture will have some kind of reaction. Some will 
shrink and some will expand (depending on the material). Buckling or rippling 
are the consequences of this change in the size of carpet backings due to 
that moisture.

Solution: if this problem is the product of a wet cleaning, when the carpet is 
totally dry the buckling or rippling should disappear (when the fibers shrink 
back to normal size). If the problem does stick around one the carpet is dry, 
a carpet re-stretching is an easy fix. Just call a carpet professional.

Browning
This is the yellowish discoloration that sometimes makes an appearance 
after a wet-cleaning or major water damage. The off-yellow color is the 
product of the plant-based materials used to make your carpet (dyes, fibers). 
These organic materials oxidize and break down as they age, which is where 
the yellow or brownish shade comes from.

Solution: here’s when it’s time to look at a professional carpet cleaning 
(make sure fast-drying processes are used to avoid further risk of oxidation).

Shedding
Shedding commonly happens with new carpets, but don’t worry—it’s just the 
left-over bits of carpet from the manufacturing process.

Solution: just keep on vacuuming! The shedding should stop after 1-2 
months of installing your new carpet.

Seam Splitting
Individual pieces of carpet can separate and begin to fray, especially in 
high-traffic areas.

Solution: to temporarily fix the carpet and avoid greater damage, glue down 
the frayed edges. This fix is temporary only—call a carpet repair professional 
at the same time to keep the damage minimal.

Most Common 
Carpet Problems 
(And Solutions)



At Valor Home Services, we change how you shop for your flooring needs. Instead of wasting 

your time going to one brick-and-mortar store after another, we bring the store to you. Our 

mobile showroom has flooring samples from lush carpet to easy-care vinyl to beautiful hardwood 

flooring—everything you need to make a decision is brought right to your door.

By eliminating the need to travel from store to store to get the best deals and variety, we save 

you time and money by bringing it all to your doorstep. And then, if you need bathroom 

remodeling, hardwood floor refinishing or handyman projects taken care of, too, you can provide 

you with a stress-free remodeling or renovation experience with one of our skilled experts.

With our quick, expert installation and helpful, knowledgeable staff, we make it easy for you to 

get the right floor at the right price. Guaranteed.

Bill Wilson
Valor Home Services Owner
618-484-9805
Website: www.valorhomeservices.com
E-mail: bill@valorhomeservices.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/valorhomeservices/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/valorhomeservices/

ABOUT VALOR HOME SERVICES


